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ABSTRACT: X-ray diffraction is measured on individual bilayer and multilayer
graphene single-crystals and combined with electrochemically induced lithium
intercalation. In-plane Bragg peaks are observed by grazing incidence diffraction.
Focusing the incident beam down to an area of about 10 μm × 10 μm, individual flakes
are probed by specular X-ray reflectivity. By deploying a recursive Parratt algorithm to
model the experimental data, we gain access to characteristic crystallographic
parameters of the samples. Notably, it is possible to directly extract the bi/multilayer
graphene c-axis lattice parameter. The latter is found to increase upon lithiation, which
we control using an on-chip peripheral electrochemical cell layout. These experiments
demonstrate the feasibility of in situ X-ray diffraction on individual, micron-sized single
crystallites of few- and bilayer two-dimensional materials.
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Two-dimensional (2D) layered materials attract increasing
attention, especially with respect to their manifold

incorporation into van der Waals heterostructures.1,2 Despite
scalable synthesis methods being increasingly put forward,3,4

mechanical exfoliation from bulk crystals remains the prime
route to fabricate such 2D materials with the highest quality.5

The size of devices produced in this manner is however limited
and the characteristic lateral dimensions of atomically thin
single-crystalline flakes are on the micrometer scale. Because of
the tiny interaction volume, samples of this size are extremely
challenging to investigate by means of X-ray diffraction (XRD).
For the case of graphene, only a few XRD investigations have
been reported at the time of this writing. These works have
been restricted to thin-film systems with a lateral extent of the
atomically thin samples reaching the centimeter scale. Notable
examples are the graphene on SiC6−12 as well as the graphene
on Ir(111) system.13 In either case, XRD proved to be a
sensitive probe to the intercalation of foreign species:
hydrogen in graphene on SiC,14 oxygen in graphene on
SiC,15 and cobalt in graphene on Ir(111).16 More recently, also
epitaxial graphene on Ge(110)17 as well as chemical vapor
deposited graphene on SiO2-terminated Si18 were investigated
by XRD. Here, we go one step further and demonstrate first of
all that XRD can indeed be deployed to investigate individual,
micron-sized, single-crystalline bilayer or multilayer graphene
flakes. In-plane Bragg peaks are measured using grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) and out-of-plane signals
are captured using specular X-ray reflectivity (XRR; see the
schematic in Figure 1a). Combining microfocused XRR with a

peripheral electrochemical cell for intercalation, we study the
lithiation of individual single-crystals in situ. In a device setup
as displayed in Figure 1b, Li ions may intercalate in between
carbon sheets and diffuse into the uncovered area of the
flake,19 here probed by XRR. Using Parratt’s recursion
formalism,20 we extract the associated change in the c-axis
lattice constant in addition to rich information about each
individual sample, such as the thickness, roughness, and
density of layers/interfaces at their surface.
This work has been performed on mechanically exfoliated

bilayer and multilayer graphene flakes from bulk graphite using
adhesive tape.21 With the help of a dry transfer technique,22 a
suitable flake is positioned at the center of a target substrate.
We chose 8 mm × 8 mm Si(911) substrates terminated by
thermally grown SiO2. The extreme spacing between Si(911)
Bragg peaks provides a conveniently large window for
investigating graphene X-ray diffraction with minimal spurious
substrate contributions. For the same reason, the thickness
dSiO2

of the amorphous SiO2 was kept to a minimum; here, it
was on the order of 10 nm. This is nonetheless still thick
enough to serve as a reliable electric insulator and also exceeds
the thickness of the graphene flake to be investigated. The
selected flake is isolated from other flakes initially present on
the substrate by PMMA peeling, so it remains the only
graphene on the entire substrate.23 Electron beam lithography
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and lift-off techniques are used to create a set of markers out of
5 nm Ti and 30 nm Au near the center of the substrate. They
facilitate both fine-positioning of the X-ray beam using Au
fluorescence as well as the additional processing steps required
to complete the device as explained below.
Grazing Incidence X-ray Diffraction. GIXD was

measured at the MPI beamline of the Angströmquelle

Karlsruhe (ANKA). Two sets of experiments were performed
with incident X-ray beam energies of 10 keV (λ = 1.240 Å) and
12 keV (λ = 1.033 Å), respectively. The incident X-ray beam
profile was focused to the size of approximately 300 μm × 150
μm (width × height). The mounted sample was enclosed with
a Kapton dome and flushed with He gas. Figure 2a displays a
schematic of the GIXD experiment. The detector is set at an
angle of 2θ with respect to the incident synchrotron light
beam, such that the difference between ki and kf matches an in-
plane Bragg peak of the graphene flake. ki and kf are the wave
vectors of the incident and diffracted light, respectively. θ was
determined using the quadratic form of the Bragg equation for
a hexagonal crystal
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Here, λ is the X-ray wavelength, a (c) is the in-plane (out-of-
plane) lattice constant and hkl are the Miller indices. With a =
2.46 Å and λ = 1.240 Å, the most prominent (100) Bragg peak
should be observed at θ100 = 16.92°. As shown in Figure 2a,
with the detector set at a fixed angle of 2θ100 with respect to
the incident beam, the sample is rotated around the c-axis of
the graphene flake. For a 60 nm thick graphene multilayer,
Bragg reflection from the (100) planes is readily measured
(Figure 2b). The appearance of only one family of peaks
demonstrates the single-crystalline nature of the flake. Figure
2d illustrates GIXD data measured on a bilayer graphene flake.
Despite the less favorable signal-to-noise ratio, the 60° in-plane
diffraction symmetry of the equivalent (100)/(11̅0) reflections
is nonetheless observed and covers a full 180°-range in rotation
about the bilayer c-axis. Since there is only one such set of
reflections, this graphene bilayer crystal also consists of a single
domain. Comparing the measured data with the sample
alignment on the diffractometer, the orientation of the bilayer
graphene lattice with respect to the substrate, modulo an angle

Figure 1. (a) Schematic device layout of our X-ray diffraction
experiments on exfoliated graphene layers on Si substrates. (b)
Schematic experimental configuration for in situ X-ray diffraction
investigations on the electrochemical lithiation of exfoliated graphene
flakes. For illustration purposes, here we show the case of single
crystal bilayer graphene. A solidified electrolyte (yellow) serves as a
source of Li-ions (red spheres) that may intercalate in between the
two graphene sheets (dark gray) when applying a gate voltage UG to a
counter electrode with respect to the bilayer. During this process,
microfocused X-rays (violet) may be diffracted from the sample to
probe structural changes. The intensity of diffracted X-rays is
measured by a detector (cyan).

Figure 2. GIXD. (a) Schematic of the measurement with the detector set at a fixed in-plane angle 2θ100 (blue) with respect to the grazing incident
X-ray beam. The sample is slowly rotated about ω, indicated by the orange arrows. Data measured on (b) a graphene multilayer and (d) a graphene
bilayer on Si(911). Highlighted in blue are the measured Bragg peaks. The strongly ω-dependent background in (d) is largely due to a significant
excentricity of the flake on its substrate. Inset in (b) is a three-dimensional rendering of an atomic force micrograph of the multilayer. (c) Optical
micrograph of the bilayer graphene flake on which the data in (d) was measured. Four gold markers can be seen near the corners of the micrograph.
The inset shows the orientation of the AB-stacked bilayer lattice modulo 60° with respect to the substrate deduced from (d) and considering our
diffractometer setup. The black arrow marks a folded part of the flake from which no diffraction signals are observed.
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of 60°, can be deduced. A properly rotated schematic of the
bilayer crystal structure is superposed onto the optical
micrograph of the sample in Figure 2c. Note that the small,
folded part of the bilayer marked by the black arrow in the
micrograph does not give rise to a second, rotated set of (100)
Bragg peaks in Figure 2d. This absence is attributed to its small
size and because it is possibly probed by the less intense flank
of the X-ray beam. It highlights the need of high beam intensity
as well as optimized detector conditions when investigating
such micron-sized, atomically thin crystallites.
Specular X-ray Reflectivity. Specular XRR was measured

at the ID03 surface diffraction beamline of the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). Two sets of experi-
ments were performed with incident X-ray beam energies of 12
keV (λ = 1.033 Å) and 18.5 keV (λ = 0.670 Å), respectively.
Once mounted on the six-circle diffractometer, the sample was
enclosed in a Be dome evacuated to a pressure of p < 10−5

mbar. In Figure 3a−c, a schematic of the XRR experiment is
shown. The intensity of the reflected beam is recorded as a
function of θ, where θ is the angle of both incident and
reflected beam with respect to the sample surface. The
footprint of the X-ray beam on the sample (illustrated by the
red ellipse) depends on the value of θ. At the lowest values of θ

this footprint exceeds the width of both the graphene flake and
the substrate (Figure 3a), at intermediate values it exceeds only
the width of the graphene flake (Figure 3b), and at higher
values it is entirely contained within the graphene flake (Figure
3c).
The central panel of Figure 3d is the optical micrograph of

the bilayer graphene flake studied by XRR. Here, λ equals
0.670 Å and the incident X-ray beam was focused to the size
(width × height) of 11.5 μm × 13 μm. In Figure 3e,
experimental data for two XRR scans are depicted (black): one
centered on the graphene bilayer shown in panel d and one
outside the flake, that is, centered on the bare SiO2-terminated
Si(911) substrate. The measured intensity is plotted as a
function of momentum transfer perpendicular to the surface q⊥
= 4πλ−1 sin θ. The two data sets are offset for clarity and show
both characteristic similarities and differences. We first
consider the lower data set obtained from the XRR scan on
the bare substrate. As illustrated in Figure 3a, the intensity
increase with increasing values of q⊥ for q⊥< qc is due to the
finite sample dimensions with a growing portion of the X-ray
beam actually hitting the sample surface and being reflected
toward the detector. The value of qc is determined by the
critical angle of total reflection θc of SiO2. For q⊥ > qc one

Figure 3. Specular XRR. (a−c) Schematic of the measurement with increasing angle θ from (a) to (c) leading to a varying footprint (red ellipse) of
the X-ray beam (black arrow; a finite vertical extent illustrated by red lines enclosing a yellow shaded area) on the sample: a graphene flake (dark
gray hexagon) on SiO2 (light gray). (d) Optical micrograph of a probed bilayer graphene flake on SiO2-terminated Si(911) (central panel). The red
ellipse illustrates the footprint of the X-ray beam at a given value of θ. In the side panels, we schematically show z-dependent density profiles for the
probed parts of the sample that are either covered by the graphene flake or uncovered. (e) XRR data measured on the bare substrate (lower black
curve) and on bilayer graphene (upper black curve). Curves calculated using Parratt’s recursion formalism with parameters stated in (f) are
superposed (red), which further includes a second order polynomial background (dashed lines). The two data sets in (e) are offset for clarity.
Difference curves are contained in the Supporting Information.
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observes a strong, asymptotic decrease in intensity, following
an overall (2q⊥/qc)

−4 behavior commonly referred to as
Fresnel reflectivity.24 At larger values of q⊥, the intensity is
found to rise again with increasing q⊥: a background stemming
largely from the tail of a Bragg peak appearing beyond the
measurement range. At intermediate values of q⊥, interference
fringes with a spacing between neighboring extrema on the
order of Δq⊥ = 0.6 nm−1 are observed. These so-called Kiessig
fringes stem from the interference of X-rays reflected from the
top SiO2 surface of the substrate as well as the Si/SiO2
interface buried about 10 nm below. The damping of the
amplitude of these fringes toward higher values of q⊥ points to
a finite roughness of the Si/SiO2 interface. The upper curve in
Figure 3e, now measured with the beam focused on bilayer
graphene, retains most of the findings pointed out so far. At
first glance, however, one also notes an additional contribution
to the reflectivity, pronounced especially at 2 nm−1 < q⊥ < 20
nm−1, that stems from the bilayer graphene flake.
In order to fully appreciate the amount of information that

can be extracted from the experimental data, we model our
sample’s XRR using Parratt’s recursion formalism.20 This
approach, discussed at length in the Supporting Information,
describes the specular reflectivity of a multilayer structure
consisting of slices of varying thickness and density on top of
an infinitely thick substrate. It also allows accounting for the
roughness of each interface. Here, XRR contributions from the
irradiated part of the graphene flake and of the bare SiO2
substrate are considered. Their corresponding density profiles
are taken into account as schematically shown in the side
panels of Figure 3d. Parameters are the densities ρSi of Si, ρSiO2

of SiO2, ρG of graphitic carbon, the roughnesses σSi of Si, σSiO2

of SiO2, σG of graphene, the thickness dSiO2
of SiO2, the

separation b between the lowest graphene layer and the SiO2-
surface, as well as the graphene flake’s c-axis lattice spacing c.
The density distribution of each graphene sheet is approxi-
mated as a Gaussian characterized by a full width at half-
maximum (fwhmG) of 0.3 nm (accounting for finite
corrugation of the carbon sheets). Roughness values effectively
describe a root-mean-square density variation at the top of the
respective layer. The θ-dependent footprint of the X-ray beam
on the sample is also included in the model (illustrated in
Figure 3a−c). The high-θ background is accounted for by a
second order polynomial (dashed lines). By calculating the
XRR response measured on the bare substrate first (lower red
curve in Figure 3e), the parameters for Si and SiO2 are
extracted. These values are taken into account when
computing the XRR response of the bilayer graphene flake
(upper red curve in Figure 3e). Intensities are summed in a
coherent fashion. Additional information about the calcula-
tions can be found in the Supporting Information.
From the calculated XRR of the bare substrate, we obtain

=d 10.81 nmSiO2
, given by the spacing between extrema of the

Kiessig fringes. Their amplitude yields ρ = 2.196 g/cmSiO
3

2

that is in close agreement with the literature value of 2.202 g/
cm3.25 The surface roughness of this layer σ = 0.37 nmSiO2

(comparable to the findings of ref 26) is largely responsible for
the q⊥-dependent drop in signal intensity beyond qc. In
addition, the slope of the intensity drop depends on the
density of the underlying Si layer, which we extract as ρSi =
2.336 g/cm3. This is in good agreement with the literature
value of 2.329 g/cm3.25 A finite surface roughness of Si, σSi =

0.134 nm, reproduces well the q⊥-dependent damping of the
Kiessig fringes. Overall, the observed behavior is characteristic
of SiO2-terminated Si substrates (see, for example, refs 27 and
28). These parameters are kept to analyze the XRR response of
bilayer graphene (upper data set in Figure 3e). Good
agreement with the data is obtained by assuming the density
ρG = 2.3 g/cm3 of the graphene flake, which compares well
with the literature value for bulk graphite of 2.25 g/cm3.25 We
also determine the spacing between the two carbon sheets c =
0.335 ± 0.003 nm, a typical value for AB-stacked bilayer
graphene.29 We estimate the error comparing our data with a
set of XRR curves calculated for values of c closely spaced
around the optimal value. For the preceding analysis, the
geometry of the probed sample is taken into account (Figure
3d) and an approximately elliptic X-ray beam profile with a
vertical semiaxis h = 6.5 μm is assumed. We systematically
achieve an overall better match between our calculations and
the experiment by considering conformation of graphene to
the SiO2 surface roughness (see Supporting Information).26,30

Here, a slightly lower value of σ = 0.3 nmSiO2
has been allowed

for to obtain the plotted result.
Lithiation. To intercalate a graphene flake with lithium, an

electrochemical cell is created at the flake’s perimeter. To this
end, 60 nm thick Ti leads were fabricated on top of the sample
using electron beam lithography combined with lift-off
techniques. The Ti electrodes serve either as contacts to the
graphene flake or as the counter electrode of the cell. A Li-ion
conducting polymer electrolyte31 drop is placed on top of the
substrate inside an Ar-filled glovebox such that it covers the
bilayer graphene flake only partially.19,32 To facilitate the
positioning, here we exploit surface wettability engineering. It
stops the advancing (during drop casting) rim of the
electrolyte drop at the interface between SiO2 and a
lithographically patterned area that is rendered more hydro-
phobic by silanization. Care was taken not to silanize parts of
the sample surface that are probed by X-ray diffraction.
Eventually, the electrolyte, 0.35 M lithium bis-
(trifluoromethane) sulfonimide in polyethylene glycol methyl
ether methacrylate/bisphenol A ethoxylate dimethacrylate w/w
3:7 with an added 2−4 wt % of 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropio-
phenone (a common photoinitiator), is solidified by ultra-
violet-curing. A schematic of the device layout is displayed
in Figure 1b.
Bi- and multilayer graphene flakes are lithiated through

potentiostatic polarization by applying a gate voltage UG on the
order of several volt across the Li-ion conducting electrolyte
between the counter electrode and the graphene flake. This
forces Li-ions to intercalate the graphene sheets. Experiments
conducted in a similar configuration in ref 19 have
demonstrated that Li-ions only enter in between the graphene
sheets and diffusion on top of the bilayer flake or in between
the bilayer and the SiO2 is not relevant. Once intercalated, Li-
ions were shown to perform rapid lateral diffusion in order to
minimize concentration gradients within the flake. In this way,
also the uncovered (from the electrolyte) part of the flake gets
filled by Li-ions. Here, in situ XRR is measured by focusing the
incident X-ray beam onto this uncovered part of the flake as
schematically shown in Figure 1b. By having the beam pass
alongside (and not through) the electrolyte, the amount of
beam damage potentially inflicted is minimized. To reveal
crystallographic changes induced by the insertion of Li-ions in
between graphene sheets, XRR data is recorded both before
and during lithiation.
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Figure 4 shows XRR data recorded on a graphene bilayer
before and during lithiation at UG = 8 V (black). Here, λ =

1.033 Å and the incident X-ray beam was focused to an area of
14 μm × 15 μm. From the calculated XRR (red solid lines), a
distance between graphene sheets c of 0.335 ± 0.005 nm for
the pristine flake and c′ = 0.390 ± 0.005 nm for the lithiated
one is extracted. The latter value exceeds the typical range of
interlayer spacings 0.335 nm ≤ c ≤ 0.37 nm achieved in bulk
LixC6 with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.33,34 Quantitatively, c′ might be
overestimated due to the difficulty in precisely reproducing the
apparent shift between both data sets in Figure 4a at q⊥ > 8
nm−1. Yet, qualitatively the stated value of c′ points to a high Li
content, possibly in moderate excess of the LiC6 stoichiometry.
Alternative intercalant ordering as recently observed by in situ
transmission electron microscopy could be an explanation.32

For the calculation, we assume the density values for Si and
SiO2 as in Figure 3f. Also for graphite the value of ρG = 2.3 g/
cm3 is kept, because intercalated Li causes only a minor
deviation in the total density. In fact, for LiC6 a very similar
density of ρLiC6 = 2.24 g /cm3 is reported.35 Each graphene
layer’s z-dependent density distribution is taken care of by
assuming a Gaussian with FWHMG = 0.21 nm. For this
sample, we also find =d 13.1 nmSiO2

to yield a better
agreement between the calculated curve and the observed
Kiessig fringes. A local minimum in their amplitude near q⊥ =
6 nm−1 in the top data set in Figure 4a is not clearly
reproduced in the lower one. It might be due to beating with
XRR from beam-induced contamination of comparable

thickness during acquisition (see Supporting Information; a
similar feature is present in the top data set of Figure 3e
around q⊥ = 5 nm−1). Drifts in the beam alignment are
responsible for unreproducible artifacts in the acquired data,
notably at q⊥ < 3 nm−1.
Figure 5 shows XRR data acquired on a 10 layer graphene

flake before and during lithiation at UG = 5 V (black). Here, λ

= 0.670 Å and the incident X-ray beam was focused to an area
of 11.5 μm × 11 μm. In contrast to the bilayer case, we observe
most prominently a Bragg peak near q001 = 19 nm−1. From the
calculated XRR curves (red), we extract the average spacing
between carbon sheets c = 0.335 ± 0.001 nm for the pristine
flake and c′ = 0.340 ± 0.001 nm for the lithiated one. Note that
here we do not resolve any heterogeneity in c that could
potentially be induced by staging, a periodic ordering of the Li
intercalate in c-axis direction that leaves some of the interlayer
spaces unoccupied. However, the small difference in c due to
lithiation suggests dilute intercalation only, for which no stage
ordering is to be expected.36 Although the dependence of the
interlayer spacing c as a function of x in LixC6 (with 0 ≤ x ≤ 1)
violates Vegard’s law,33,34,37 an approximate stoichiometry of
Li0.05C6 can be estimated by comparing the observed increase
Δc = 0.005 nm to neutron powder diffraction data.37 Note that
XRR is insensitive to changes in interlayer stacking. For the
calculation, we again assume ρSi, ρSiO2

, and ρG as before (Figure

3f). For this sample, dSiO2
as well as the Si/SiO2 interface

roughness σSi are difficult to determine as the SiO2-related

Figure 4. (a) Specular XRR before (upper curves) and during (lower
curves, UG = 8 V) lithiation of a bilayer graphene flake (normalized
by the intensity of the incident X-ray beam). Experimental data
(black) and curves calculated using Parratt’s recursion formalism
(red) with the parameters given in (b). The two data sets in (a) are
offset for clarity. Difference curves are contained in the Supporting
Information. Figure 5. (a) Specular XRR before (upper curves) and during (lower

curves, UG = 5 V) lithiation of a 10 layer graphene flake (normalized
by the intensity of the incident X-ray beam). Experimental data
(black) and curves calculated using Parratt’s recursion formalism
(red) with the parameters given in (b). Solid red lines include a
second order polynomial background (dashed lines). The two data
sets in (a) are offset for clarity. Difference curves are contained in the
Supporting Information.
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Kiessig fringes are hard to discern. The z-dependent density
distributions of graphene sheets are modeled as Gaussians with
a FWHMG equal to 0.2 nm. Note that variations in FWHMG
and b among samples are most probably due to variations in
SiO2 surface conditions during device fabrication; see also ref
38.
Discussion and Conclusion. We have demonstrated the

feasibility of measuring XRD on individual micron-sized single-
crystals of bi- and multilayered graphene flakes supported on a
substrate. The structural properties of such ultrathin crystalline
layers were directly investigated and we believe this can likely
even be accomplished down to the limit of a single atomic
layer. Characteristic in-plane Bragg peaks can be observed by
GIXD, whereas the c-axis lattice spacing can be probed by
XRR. These approaches can in principle be extended to
micron-sized crystalline layers of any other material, including
those routinely produced nowadays by mechanical exfoliation
of layered compounds.5 Also van der Waals heterostructures,
stacked sets of different atomic layers,1,2 may be considered to
extract precise structural information including their mutual
orientation, which remains often elusive otherwise. Identifying
a substrate with minimal spurious XRD contributions in the
range of the desired signal as well as making sure that only the
target flake is probed are challenging, however we have shown
that these issues can be overcome. Advanced focusing optics
connected to a highly brilliant X-ray source as well as
isolating23 a transferred flake to ensure that it is the only
one on the entire substrate are conducive factors that have
been exploited here. The characteristic time scales of a
particular XRD experiment as well as the potentially invasive
effects of the irradiation remain possible limitations. By
implementing an optimized on-chip electrochemical cell
layout, we have succeeded in performing in situ XRD during
the lithiation of individual graphene single-crystals without
exposing the electrolyte to the X-ray beam. By analyzing our
XRR data with a model based on Parratt’s recursion
formalism,20 an enhancement of the interlayer separation c
due to the intercalation of Li-ions between graphene sheets has
been successfully detected. Even if XRD is an established tool
for research on intercalation compounds,39 this work
constitutes an advance since the initial in situ efforts of
Dahn et al.34,40 toward studying the intercalation of Li in
graphitic carbon at the limit of pristine, atomically thin single-
crystals. We note that the varying amount of intercalated Li
inferable from data given in Figures 4 and 5 is probably due to
deficiencies in our electrochemical setup, especially the lack of
a lithium metal counter/reference electrode with the help of
which Li intercalation would be more determinable. For
technical reasons, a lithium electrode could however not be
implemented. Also sample-specific imperfections of the
graphene flakes such as wrinkles that hinder Li diffusion or
edges/defects that provide escape routes for intercalated Li
may play an important role preventing the insertion of
additional Li.19,41 We note that the characteristic acquisition
time for an XRR scan, as given in Figures 3e, 4a, and 5a, was
on the order of 30 min, a time frame during which the sample’s
state of lithiation may vary. Although there is certainly room
for more refined experiments at improved conditions, even
with the present state of affairs one may target XRD studies
during the intercalation of other 2D layered materials42 or even
heterostructures.43,44 Beyond electrochemistry, it also becomes
conceivable to probe structural changes in such materials in

situ, initiated by entirely different forces such as, for example,
the application of external strain.
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